Synopsis

The Essential Therapy Guide to Cancer, Hematologic Disorders, and Supportive Care--Updated with the Latest Treatment Regimens More than 500 treatment regimens Hematology-Oncology Therapy, Second Edition is an up-to-date, comprehensive therapy guide that delivers more than 500 treatment regimens in a succinct, uniform manner. The unique tabular design allows you to instantly locate and implement the proper treatment regimen. Supported by the latest practice guidelines, peer-reviewed literature, and the opinion of experts, Hematology-Oncology Therapy integrates extensive information that is critical to both office- and hospital-based practice of hematology and oncology. Hematology-Oncology Therapy is divided into three sections: Oncology: Provides detailed information about the administration, supportive care, toxicity, dose modification, monitoring, and efficacy of commonly used and recently approved chemotherapeutic regimens, drugs, and biological agents Supportive Care, Drug Preparation, Complications, and Screening: Consists of topics commonly encountered in clinical hematology-oncology practice, such as chemotherapy-induced nausea, oncologic emergencies, radiation complications, cancer pain management, cancer screening, and much more Selected Hematologic Diseases: Delivers an authoritative guide to therapy for the principal diseases in consultative hematology This edition of Hematology-Oncology Therapy is enriched by the updating of all chapters as well as the addition of several new chapters; the new "Expert Opinion," which provides recommendations and guidance from experts on the use of treatment regimens; and inclusion of the latest regimens.
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Customer Reviews

Very helpful. It's a valuable resource to have. While it is tough to keep all protocols in one resource, this book is the best available. I think the kindle edition is more accessible and definitely easier to carry around!

If you can read this .... Please buy it! The most comprehensive cancer therapeutic book. Detailed chemo regimens, everything about the regimen from doses expected toxicities and how to manage it. All that backed with original study lead to approval of the regimen. On the top of that there is introduction about every single cancer, diagnosis and and treatment.

Very detailed, excellent. However, some regimens need to be checked for latest like ABVD. Had pre ordered it almost 2 years before it got released.

Great seller highly recommended

It is a fantastic book. Very well organized and to the point. I highly recommend it to any practicing oncologist

I have been waiting years for this to come out. Just like original except updated and much thicker!

Great item. Had slight tear in spine but other than that, arrived perfectly and quick.

Great book for Hemathologists.
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